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N OTES FROM
THE E DITOR

R OSENBLATT

his column is an explanation for the way the Newsletter looks
this month, and it’s not my fault. Blame Bill Gates. The computer I use for the layout has been running on Microsoft XP
since it came out, which was around 12 years ago. Everything worked
fine, until the beginning of April, when Microsoft stopped supporting XP, forcing me to buy Windows 7 (I looked at and knew right
away I wasn’t getting Windows 8).So the page layout program I use,
Quark XPress, which was the number one program until Adobe got
annoyed enoughh to produce their own $1000 program, inDesign.

T

The migratiion to Windows 7 wasn’t so bad. I think it’s a bit slower
and things don’t default into things I like for my business, but it’s
OK. Or so I thought, until two things cropped up: My scanner,
which was a high speed duplex self feeding scanner decided it didn’t
much like Windows 7, took out it’s katana and committed seppuku.
Died a quick death. The second thing that cropped up, but not until
I got into the finer points of the program, was XPress and how it
related to Word and any other text file. Not so good. Not so good
meaning IT DIDN’T WORK AT ALL.
It didn’t look like an issue was forthcoming this month, but I did figure out some workarounds. What it did cost was time, and lots of it.
The Moxon vise seminar was a big hit, and I got loads of pictures
(which are in this issue) along with the captions, which told the story,
which AREN’T in this issue. Going back and forth to get them in
was getting really balky. Another thing that went is the “slick look” I
try to put into the newsletter. Photos lining up, things fitting just
so.....too much time.
Hopefully next month will be better. No, I will NOT be getting an
XPress upgrade, because it’s almost a thousand dollars, and I would
rather figure out a better way.
The other thing that went was the actual title of what Charlie James
will be doing. It’s in my email somewhere, but that is acting up too.
To paraphrase True Lies: “Computers! Can’t live with them, can’t kill
them”

Charlie James presents
on scrapers.
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The meeting was started at 7:10 by Mike Daum. Mike addressed the members regarding last month’s article concerning monthly programs. A plea went out to the members for volunteers to assist Bob Urso to form a Program
committee.
The LIW hosted a bus trip (with 33 members) March 29thDinner stop was at Carraba’s in Latham N.Y. The membership thanked Joe Bottigliers and myself for another successful trip. Additionally, at least 20 more members visited the Saratoga show. Either with the Totally Turning Symposium, or just driving up for the show. Long Island
Woodworkers were well represented.
The dates for our Showcase and Exhibit are set for November 8th and 9th, with setup Friday, Nov. 7th. Pat Doherty
will again be Show Chairman; volunteers are needed. Anyone interested in doing a seminar should contact Pat. His
email is paddede@aol.com
Our annual picnic is next month. Date is Wednesday June 4th
New members: Justin from Williston Park- heard about the club from Harry Slutter, Dave Binstock from Dix Hillsfriends of Iris and Rich Zimmerman, Mark Mc Knight- brother of Brian Mc Knight (also attended Saratoga Bus Trip)
Mike Daum introduced Rich Riedell (riedelaudio@optonline.net) as the member responsible for the Audio/Visual
equipment. All members MUST contact Rich if any equipment is needed. Rich is responsible for knowing the
whereabouts of the equipment. He can be contacted at the email address above.
The Long Island Woodworkers website – Longislandwoodworkers.org is up and running. Major improvements have
been made in a short time. A big thank you to Mike Daum, and the site administrators for completing many of the
open issues. Further improvements are in process.
Thank you goes out to Joe Pascucci for setting up an apparel company to do the LIW embroidered logo clothing for
the club. Orders can be entered directly online and apparel can be shipped tp your home.
http://www.theuastore.com/
The SIGS were represented by its members. Refer to the website for meeting times, locations and programs.
The raffle winners for April were: Robert Coles, Joe Buckshaw and Mike Josiah
Our guest speaker for the evening was Dan Jackson. Dan has been a member of the LIW since 1995. Dan’s business
is Finish Carpentry.Dan started the evening’s presentation by stating “members will walk out of here tonight with
one piece of knowledge or he would make you laugh”. After the first five minutes everyone was laughing. By the end
of the evening I’m sure everyone learned a thing or two. Dan mentioned he did a lot of work in South America”.
Only to find out later he was saying South of Merrick Ave. Dan has been very busy since 2012’s Hurricane Sandy.
Dan explained many of the tools he uses in his business. One tool in particular is the Multimaster Tool. He demonstrated its many uses.
He also demonstrated how he is able to make his own cutting blades from a hand saw he purchased at the local Home
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Depot. After cutting the saw to make the blades, the remaining handle is used to make a push block for his table saw.
Dan went on to demonstrate many of his cutting techniques. He stated and demonstrated he does not use the safety guide on his table saw at the job site. He feels it slows down his work. He however did say, that safety is most
important, and everyone should do as he says, not as he does…..
Dan gave the club a contact for Cordless Battery rebuilding. He explained the safety issues concerning Lithium batteries. He has used this company, spoke with the owner and recommends the company to the members.
Hoffa's Batteries Co.
282 Flynt Road
Laurel, MS 39443
www.HoffasBatteries.com
A special thank you to Dan for taking his time in talking with and demonstrating to our club.

A NOTE ON SAFETY: AS HAS BEEN WRITTEN IN THE MINUTES, DO AS DAN SAYS, NOT AS HE DOES. AND THIS IS
SERIOUS: DAN IS A PROFESSIONAL WHO MADE THE DECISIONS TO DEAL WITH WORKPLACE ISSUES IN A MANNER HE
CAN DEAL WITH. HOWEVER, THIS COMES UNDER THE, “IF YOU HAVE TO ASK...” LINE OF QUESTIONS. DON’T
OPERATE A TABLESAW WITHOUT A GUARD, USE A FENCE WHEN RIPPING, A MITER GAUGE WHEN CROSSCUTTING,
AND NEVER USE IT FREEHAND. OPERATE A SAW WITH A SPLITTER OR RIVING KNIFE WHENEVER POSSIBLE.
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B OB S CHENDORF

WHO ’ S COMING TO DINNER

f a wood turner gets invited to a dinner party, and the hostess sees him through the window, get out
of the car carrying a box, does she immediately turn off all of the lights and tell everyone to be
quiet? And if he somehow makes it in to the house undetected and hands the box to the hostess,
does the conversation go something like this? “Oh look, another bowl!”

I

“And that’s not all Marie, look under the paper!” The turner says.
“Oh, and ANOTHER pen! How nice….”
In our club, I have kind have started this faux riff, a la the Sharks and the Jets, between the turners and
the cabinet makers.
Now, let me clarify a few things right here. I get turning. I understand the appeal. I have turned and
sold a couple of bowls myself. I am not a great turner. The folks who are, are amazing! Their minds work
in ways that mine never will. My issue is with how turning has become a separate discipline from furniture making, and how folks seem to view them as being mutually exclusive in the club.
Every wood shop should have a lathe. Not every turner needs a full woodshop.
Turning offers immediate gratification, with very little effort, at least in the beginning. The first time
you make a squareish piece of wood perfectly round, it’s like being the youngest person at the cardiologist, and you feel like Jack LaLane. You start spindle turning, you make candle sticks, pepper mills,
and then, uh, more candle sticks, and then maybe some pens. All for a pretty reasonable investment.
Then you want to turn a bowl, and find out that you have to invest more money to turn one bowl, than
you would have had to if you were to furnish your shop like Norm Abrams!
It’s very similar to what happens to the price of fish when you buy a boat to go fishing. “Honey, I
brought home dinner!”
“Great! Forty five thousand dollars for a boat, one hundred dollars in gas every time you pull away from
the dock, and he brings home two measly fluke!”
It’s very similar for those of us who feel the need to build furniture. You build a carcass that comes out
square, or even better, some drawers, using a pocket hole jig, screw them to some very forgiving drawer slides, and suddenly you’re Tage Fried!
There is no stopping you. You have wasted the last thirty five years of your life at some dull corporate
job when you could have been living in some barn in Maine, building beautiful furniture.
The one thing we all have in common is that we are cheap! I have especially come to realize this since
moving into the new shop.
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I think part of the reason for our common frugalness comes down to pure demographics. Like myself,
most of the woodworkers I know are retiring baby boomers, so you have the whole fixed income thing
going on. Also we were all raised by parents who were raised during the Great Depression. We are all
channeling enough of our mothers that our instinct is not to waste a single thing, especially money.
Of course if yours was a religious household, then you also have to factor in the guilt of wasting money
on something fancy that you really don’t need.
I think there’s also a little backlash against technology going on. We remember a time when every father
in the neighborhood was at least a little bit handy, (because who could afford to hire someone every time
there was a problem with the house or car?) And I know a few folks whose dads were accomplished
woodworkers themselves, but kids being kids, regardless of the generation, tend to want to get away
from their parents and not mimic them, at least until we are older, and sometimes too late.
At a recent club function the guest speaker was saying how, that if you want to do bent laminations, you
really need a vacuum bag. I raised my hand and corrected him; “No, if you want to do bent laminations,
you really need a friend who has a vacuum bag!”
You don’t need a boat, you need a friend with a boat, or horses, or a friend who’s into fancy cars or
motorcycles etc. Being a leech is a much more efficient, economical system. And as always, full disclosure. As of this writing I have a friend’s vacuum pump and another friend’s 4x8 bag in my shop.
Another true story. Last week a fellow walks into the shop and announces he’s a turner (he’s not a member of our club). Tears immediately started flowing from my eyes because of all of the physical effort it
took for me not to roll them in front of him, and I politely walked away and let Harry deal with him.
Now it was a nice day, and we had the garage door open, so we couldn’t help but notice that he got out
of a very expensive European car. Harry, being the consummate gentleman that he is, tried with every
fiber in his body to be accommodating, even though he knew the eventual outcome of the interaction.
He tried to entice this fellow in to buying one of the few, really, really inexpensive chunks (that cost
him diesel and labor to cut on his mill) he keeps in the shop for turners, to no avail. He went as far as
to drive this gentleman to his yard where he pays rent to cut his lumber to show him the massive pile
of lumber (mostly walnut) that was destined for the chipper, because Harry, like the rest of us, hates to
see useful wood go to waste, and told him that he could take whatever he wants for free. But to do it
soon because he needed the space and was bringing in a chipper that week. Needless to say, the pile of
woodchips at Harry’s yard is still as big as it would have been if this fellow had never stopped by the
shop. I guess Harry wasn’t trying hard enough, he should have handpicked some chunks, delivered them
to the guy’s house, mounted them on his lathe and turned them for him!
And the furniture guys in the club? They’re no better. I’ve seen guys who the week before at a meeting,
were in perfect health, come in to the shop looking like Tiny Freaking Tim, asking for a few measly
scraps of lumber “For with which to build a fancy eating table for me sickly mum, sir”. Complete with
a wooden crutch and suddenly missing a leg!
So, listening to the guest speaker that I have referenced earlier, (who is an accomplished pro from….
And it kills me to say this, from Brooklyn,) it occurred to me that a hobbyist could benefit from running his or her shop like a pro. Spend the money on good machines. Spend the money on decent lumber. Throw out or burn all of those silly cut offs of poplar and pine that are gathering dust and taking
up space that you think you will someday find a use for. Take a good long objective look at your lumLONG ISLAND W
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ber rack, and I guarantee that you will find that you can live without at least forty percent of what’s
there.
Why? Because it will make you more efficient. Which will make the experience of woodworking more
pleasurable. You will get to more of those projects on your to do list sooner.
After all, you’re doing this because you want to. Not because you have to. You’ve earned this. Plus your
better halves are stuck with you for a lot more time than they are used to, so you may as well be pleasant if you’re going to be around that much more. This is your time, make the most of it. And like they
say, you can’t take it with you, and how much do you really want to leave those rotten kids of yours anyway?

A new poem by Adam Fisher

SANDING
I sway, sanding the soft
sapele into shape.
Dust spews out
of the sander,
falls glittering
in the sunlight.
Later I sand it by hand,
gliding over curves,
close my eyes,
feel each dip, each rise.
Fingers know
what the eye can‘t see.
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The Marketplace
Routers,Sanders,Drills and more for sale,
Dennis Taddeo 631 543 2256

L.I. School of Classical Woodcarving & Woodworking Schedule for 200
http:// homepage.mac.com/walterc530/
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